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Ion permeation dynamics in carbon nanotubes
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Molecular dynamics simulations are carried out to investigate the permeation of ions and water in
a membrane consisting of single wall carbon nanotubes possessing no surface charges connecting
two reservoirs. Our simulations reveal that there are changes in the first hydration shell of the ions
upon confinement in tubes of 0.82 or 0.90 nm effective internal diameter. Although the first
minimum in the g�r� is barely changed in the nanotube compared to in the bulk solution, the
hydration number of Na+ ion is reduced by 1.0 �from 4.5 in bulk to 3.5 in the 0.90 nm tube� and the
hydration number is reduced further in the 0.82 nm tube. The changes in the hydration shell of Cl−

ion are negligible, within statistical errors. The water molecules of the first hydration shell of both
ions exchange less frequently inside the tube than in the bulk solution. We compare ion trajectories
for ions in the same tube under identical reservoir conditions but with different numbers of ions in
the tubes. This permits investigation of changes in structure and dynamics which arise from multiple
ion occupancy in a carbon nanotube possessing no surface charges. We also investigated the effects
of tube flexibility. Ions enter the tubes so as to form a train of ion pairs. We find that the radial
distribution profiles of Na+ ions broaden significantly systematically with increasing number of ion
pairs in the tube. The radial distribution profiles of Cl− ions change only slightly with increasing
number of ions in the tube. Trajectories reveal that Na+ ions do not pass each other in 0.90 nm tubes,
while Cl− ions pass each other, as do ions of opposite charge. An ion entering the tube causes the
like-charged ions preceding it in the tube to be displaced along the tube axis and positive or negative
ions will exit the tube only when one or two other ions of the same charge are present in the tube.
Thus, the permeation mechanism involves multiple ions and Coulomb repulsion among the ions
plays an essential role. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2337289�
I. INTRODUCTION

Specialized transmembrane proteins form channels that
facilitate the transport of ions and other molecules across
membranes and thus play crucial roles in vital cellular func-
tions. The understanding of these systems has increased in
recent years because of advances in structural and biochemi-
cal studies.1–4 However, key questions remain with regards
to the exact factors that control the selectivity and gating of
ion transport across membranes. To understand these factors,
it would be very useful to quantify the energy contributions
that allow some ions to permeate while blocking others.
Availability of structural information is of course crucial, for
example, the recent availability of x-ray structures for an-
ionic channels5,6 has spurred theoretical investigations.7–10

Computational simulation studies using these structures as
starting points help to address some issues and generate hy-
potheses and models for gating, selectivity, and mechanisms
of permeation. Do the orientations of the water molecules
control the ion transport? What about the electrostatic inter-
actions between the ion and the channel? Is the electrostatics
governed by specific residues in the mouth of the channel, in
the center of the channel? What is the nature of the electro-
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static barriers that governs ion penetration in transmembrane
channels? To what extent do the dynamics of the protein play
a role in gating, selectivity, and permeation? These are very
complex systems so it is difficult to answer these questions.

There is a clear need for well-defined experimental test
cases to guide the understanding of ion selectivity and the
dynamics of the transport mechanism. Mutation studies11

pave the way for detailed scrutiny of different hypotheses
and models. However, mutation studies sometimes pose
more questions rather than provide immediate answers. A
single mutation is capable of changing the protein structure
such as to widen the pore and permit water molecules to
penetrate and stabilize the ion within the channel. Or the
mutation may lead to rearrangement of dipoles and charges
that will change the electrostatic barrier for ion transport.
The mechanism by which a mutation can cause the channel
to be nonfunctional can be due to either of these or arise
from some other structural and dynamic changes. In contrast,
loss of solvation energy upon transfer of the ion from the
bulk solvent to the channel interior is sufficient to explain
selective permeation of ions into simpler membranes such as
zeolite membranes.12,13 Pores can pose high barriers to the
permeation of ions, even when the pore radius is consider-

ably larger than the ionic radius. The barrier originates in the
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high energetic cost for an ion to shed its first or its second
hydration shell. Therefore, there is something to be gained
from studies in simple model systems. In simple channel
systems, it is possible to study the effect of small changes in
pore diameter and charge distributions in the channel walls
on ion transport. Molecular dynamics studies of the detailed
ion behavior in the bulk solvent in contrast to ion behavior
within the confinement of simple channels can shed some
light on more general details of ion transport, unencumbered
by the complexity that is inherent in the actual transmem-
brane protein channel systems. Therefore, in this paper, we
consider ion permeation of nanochannels as a general phe-
nomenon and have carried out molecular dynamics �MD�
studies of ion transport in model channels in order to help
answer some of the questions from a more fundamental per-
spective before addressing the complexity and specificity of
the protein channel systems. Simplified pore models permit
investigation of the primary characteristics of a conduction
pathway: the shape, radius, length of the pore, and the
chemical �hydrophobic or hydrophilic� nature of the pore
wall surface and its surface roughness and flexibility.

Carbon nanotubes serve as good atomistic models for
nanochannels because it is possible to investigate the effects
of varying the channel diameter without changing the nature
of the atomic corrugation and surface density. We consider
ions in solution in the bulk and we follow by molecular
dynamics the penetration of ions from the bulk solution into
the channels. We believe that the results from this simple
system will help enlighten the refinement of electrostatic
models for the energetics of ions in transmembrane ion chan-
nels. Furthermore, the parameters and mechanisms of perme-
ation of ions in simple nanochannels are of interest in their
own right in relation to material science and engineering
problems. Recent advances in the fabrication of confined flu-
idic systems such as nanoscale lab-on-a-chip devices and
nanofabricated pores14 raise fundamental questions about ion
transport in nanochannels. For example, the effects of nanos-
cale confinement on the transport properties of ions and wa-
ter need to be resolved for the characterization and design of
nanochannel-based devices. In particular, in the design of
nanofluidic systems that use electro-osmotic transport as a
primary means of fluidic transport15–17 a detailed understand-
ing of electro-osmotic transport in a hydrophobic nanotube is
necessary. Solvent slip along the hydrophobic walls of the
carbon nanotube is controlled by fluid-wall interactions. In-
vestigation of such slip flow behavior and other characteris-
tics of flow in nanotubes can be vital for generating the high
throughput rates required in nanofluidic devices employing
carbon nanotubes.18

Earlier molecular dynamics studies of permeation of wa-
ter molecules into single-walled nanotubes have focused on
the structure of the “water wire” or water chains inside car-
bon nanotubes of various sizes ranging from �5,5� to
�9,9�.19–24 Radial density profiles and dipole orientation dis-
tributions have also been examined closely.25 Grand canoni-
cal Monte Carlo simulations have been used to suggest
mechanisms of pore filling and pore emptying.26 Studies of
water in smooth-wall tubes include investigations of diffu-

sion coefficients, reorientation times, and average number of
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hydrogen bonds for water in tube compared to in bulk.27–29

Other studies involved water permeation into carbon nano-
tubes with surface charges and/or in the presence of external
electric fields or in osmotic flow.30–33 A MD study of ion
transport in a smooth cylindrical pore between two salt so-
lution reservoirs has been published by Hansen and
co-workers34,35 since we started this work. They considered
smooth cylindrical pores of various radii and characterized
the behavior of water in pores. They also studied the ap-
proach to equilibrium and ion transport starting from differ-
ent anion and cation concentrations in the reservoirs con-
nected by the cylindrical pore. Under the influence of the
ionic charge imbalance, water and ions permeate the pore.
Both equilibrium MD and nonequilibrium molecular dynam-
ics �NEMD� simulations of an electrolyte solution in a
smooth-wall cylindrical pore were reported by Tang et al.36

Like the earlier study of Lynden-Bell and Rasaiah37 and
Nicholson and Quirke,38 their cylindrical tube is infinitely
long. The present work differs from what has already been
done by Hansen and co-workers34,35 in that we study ion
permeation in systems which are in quasisteady state and
employ an atomistic dynamic �flexible� nanotube for our
model channel. Since we started this work, a MD simulation
of a sodium ion restrained near the center along the axial
direction of a carbon nanotube has been published by Peter
and Hummer.39

II. THE MODEL SYSTEM AND METHODS

Our simulation box is adopted from the model first in-
troduced by one of us in 1993.40 The simulation box consists
of two compartments separated by two symmetric mem-
branes. Periodic boundary conditions then lead to a system
infinite in the y and z directions �parallel to the membranes�.
In the x direction, this leads to alternating compartment I and
compartment II of width 6.84 nm. A schematic diagram is
shown in Fig. 1.

Four carbon nanotubes of the zigzag type in a cubic

FIG. 1. The simulation box used in this work �a� at the outset and �b� at
quasisteady state. The eight tubes which constitute the membranes are re-
ferred to as tubes 1–8 in all subsequent figures.
arrangement constitute each membrane. In our simulations
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the membranes are formed by tethering the carbon sites by a
simple harmonic potential ��T= �1/2�k�2�. Here � corre-
sponds to the distance between the center of mass of the
tethered carbon and the tethering site and k, the tethering
force constant, is set equal to 900 reduced units �based on
Na+ parameters, see Table I� or 277 N m−1 for most of the
simulations, leading to a fairly rigid membrane. Dummy at-
oms �with parameters identical to those of carbon atoms�
were placed strategically at the entrances to intertube regions
of the membrane to prevent water molecules and ions from
entering these regions, since we are not interested in the
behavior of water and ions on the outside surface of the
nanotubes.

At the beginning of the study, compartment I is vacuum,
the tubes are empty, and compartment II is filled with a so-
lution of NaCl �2.26 mol/ l�. Two types of tubes were used in
this work. One is a �16,0� type which has a diameter of
1.235 nm. We also used a �15,0� type which has a diameter
of 1.1578 nm. The effective internal diameters of these tubes
are 0.90 and 0.82 nm, respectively, using 0.34 nm as the di-
ameter of the carbon atoms. In order to confine as many as 3
Cl− ions in a tube, we had to choose a proper length for the
tubes, which is 2.36 nm.

The density and temperature of the liquid water or salt
solution can be fixed to correspond to the state condition of
interest. In this study, the density of water was set to 0.28
reduced units in order to have higher driving forces and al-
low the system to be in a quasisteady state during our simu-
lation. This establishes the volume of the compartments once
the number of water molecules to be included in the com-
partment is fixed. At the beginning of each simulation, the
contents of the compartments are electrically neutral, and the
membrane is likewise electrically neutral. Furthermore, the
only partial charges assigned are those to the water mol-
ecules, and the ions carry their usual charges of +e and −e.
The membrane atoms are uncharged for the present study.
Surface charges have an important role in governing ionic
conductance. In a subsequent paper, we carry out separate
studies using partially charged tube atoms, with net overall
neutral nanotubes or else net overall charged nanotubes bal-
anced by excess ions in the solution compartments. In the
present work, compartment II consisted of typically 810 wa-
ter molecules and 54 Na+ and 54 Cl− ions.

TABLE I. Interaction parameters for potential models used. The � and �
parameters of the cross interactions are calculated on the basis of the
Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules.

Interacting sites � �10−10 m� � �kJ/mol� q �e�

Water
O 3.17 0.65 −0.82
H 0.00 0.00 0.41

Membrane
C 3.40 1.50 0.00

Ions
Cl 4.42 0.49 −1.00
Na 1.90 6.69 1.00
The simple point charge �SPC� model was used for liq-
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uid water in pure water and also in the salt solutions. The
SPC potential had been shown to give reasonable agreement
with a range of experimental observations in liquid water.41

Lennard-Jones potentials were used with a spherical cutoff of
0.95 nm. The site-site interaction potential used is of the
form

uij = 4�ij��r/��−12� − ��r/��−6� + qiqj/r , �1�

where � and � are Lennard-Jones parameters and r is the
distance between the sites. The Coulombic interaction terms
were included in the potential for charged sites only. Table I
lists the model parameters for ions and water molecules. The
Lennard-Jones energy ��� and diameter ��� parameters of the
cross interactions are calculated on the basis of the Lorentz-
Berthelot combining rules.

The molecules were given a Gaussian distribution corre-
sponding to the desired temperature of 298 K. The tempera-
ture was subsequently held constant at 298 K using a Gauss-
ian thermostat. The time evolution of this initial system setup
was then followed using a fifth order predictor-corrector
scheme for the translational motion, a fourth order predictor
scheme,42 and the quaternion formulation of the equations of
rotational motion about the center of mass of the water
molecules.43 The simulation system was allowed to equili-
brate for 10 000 time steps, followed by production runs for
300 000 time steps. We have a long run of 300 000 time
steps with time unit 0.527 72�10−15 s, so our total simula-
tion time is 0.158 ns. Coordinates �snapshots� are saved ev-
ery 3000 time steps for analysis �trajectories of ions, particle
distributions, density profiles, hydration shells, and radial
distribution functions�.

We incorporate the effects of flexibility of the channel on
ion and water permeation by adjusting the tethering force
constant. We do not attempt to reproduce vibrational modes
of actual carbon nanotubes; instead we study the qualitative
effects of lowering the tethering force constant by one order
of magnitude to include a larger dynamic component in the
membrane itself, i.e., to simulate a more flexible tube.

III. RESULTS

A. Distributions

1. Occupancy

Previous workers have monitored water occupancy
�number of water molecules in the pore� as a function of run
time to demonstrate intermittent filling in tubes which have a
critical diameter of the order of 0.55 nm.35,44–47 Our tubes
have sufficiently large diameters to initiate filling and stay
filled. When the system approaches a steady state, the num-
ber of water molecules held in each nanotube stays at a con-
stant level of about 53.

2. Changes in the hydration shell due to confinement

The structure of Na+ and Cl− solutions has been previ-
ously investigated in simulation studies at various levels of
sophistication,48–53 including ab initio molecular dynam-
ics,54–56 and there is general agreement with respect to basic
features at ambient conditions. However, the effects of con-

finement on these features have not yet been explored. In this
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section we compare the distribution functions g�r�, the hy-
dration shell structure, and the hydration number for the cat-
ion and the anion in the nanotube compared to these quanti-
ties in the bulk. The size of the first hydration shell is defined
by the first minimum in the ion-oxygen radial distribution
function, and this also defines the hydration number: the
number of water oxygens located at a distance inside this
first minimum.

In the Figs. 2�a�, 2�b�, 3�a�, and 3�b�, we examine the
g�rNaO� and the g�rClO� for ions inside the tube compared to
the ions in the bulk. We find that the size of the first hydra-
tion shell of Na+ ion is very nearly the same inside the tube
as in the bulk, namely, 0.3040 nm in the carbon nanotube
and 0.3135 nm in the bulk. For Cl− ion, the size of the first
hydration shell is very nearly the same inside the tube as in
the bulk, about 0.3990 nm. From this figure we also obtain
the hydration numbers. Although the boundaries of the first
hydration shell of Na+ in the carbon nanotube are the same as
that in the bulk, the hydration number is smaller inside the
tube than in the bulk, namely, 3.5 inside the tube compared
to 4.5 in the bulk. The hydration number of the anion is
difficult to ascertain precisely �the number is close to 6� be-
cause the integrated g�r� does not have a plateau at the first
minimum. As expected, the integrated g�r� shows that there

FIG. 2. �a� The Na–O radial distribution function inside the nanotube is
compared with that in the bulk solution. The hydration numbers are taken at
the position of the first minimum of g�r�, which are given in the figure. �b�
The Cl–O radial distribution function inside the nanotube is compared with
that in the bulk solution. The hydration number, taken at the position of the
first minimum of g�r�, given in the figure, is indistinguishable from that in
the bulk solution.

FIG. 3. The radial distribution functions inside two nanotubes of different
diameters for �a� Na–O and �b� Cl–O. Effective diameter of tube A is

0.82 nm and of tube B is 0.90 nm.
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are fewer water molecules beyond the first hydration shell in
the nanotube in comparison to the bulk. �See Figs. 2�a� and
2�b�.�

Our results in the bulk solution are very similar to the
simulations of 1m NaCl solution in SPC water at 300 K by
Driesner et al.;48 for Na+ ion the size of their first hydration
shell is 0.31 nm and hydration number is 4.8; and for Cl−

ion, these are 0.40 nm and 8.3, respectively. Values obtained
in various previous simulations in bulk solutions are in the
ranges of 0.310–0.325 nm and 4.6–6.0 for Na+ ion and
0.324–0.40 nm and 5.6–7.5 for Cl− ion, and the position of
the first maximum in g�r� is in the ranges of 2.35–2.45 nm
for Na+ and 3.20–3.22 nm for Cl− ion.49–55

We also examine the effect of the diameter of the tube on
the size of the first hydration shell and the hydration number
in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�. Comparing the results in tubes with
diameters of 0.82 and 0.90 nm, we find that the diameter of
the tube does not affect the size of the first hydration shell,
but the smaller diameter tube has a smaller hydration number
�3.1� for Na+ ion. Again, as expected, the integrated g�r� in
Figs. 3�a� and 3�b� shows not only that there are fewer water
molecules in the first hydration shell but also that there are
fewer molecules in the second hydration shell of the Na+ ion.
On the other hand, for the Cl− ion, which does not have a
well-defined second minimum in its g�r� even in the bulk
solution, going to the somewhat smaller tube appears to
stretch out the hydration shell so that the same number of
waters is found within the region 0.5 nm from the center line
of the tube in both the 0.82 and the 0.90 nm tubes. Although
changes in the ion hydration structure can and do occur upon
entering confined spaces, the energetic penalty for Na+ ion to
reduce the number of waters in its first hydration shell below
a critical number prevents Na+ ions from entering tubes of
much smaller diameter.

3. Distribution of ions and water inside the tube:
Radial profiles

Distribution profiles within a cross section of the chan-
nel, averaged over the length of the channel and time, are
generated with a radial spacing of 0.1037 nm. These radial
distribution profiles reveal the shell structure of the channel
contents. We do not show the comparison of the radial dis-
tribution profiles of pure water as a function of tube diam-
eter; this has been the subject of many other reports.25,44,57,58

The radial distribution profiles of water and ions in infinitely
long structureless cylindrical tubes of larger diameter have
been reported by Nicholson and Quirke �in a 0.5M NaCl
solution in tube diameters ranging from 1.3 to 3.94 nm�38

and by Tang et al. �in a 0.5M KCl solution in tube diameters
ranging from 0.95 to 3.16 nm�.36 Here we investigate the
distribution of the ions within the tube and discover if this
distribution is affected by the presence of other ions.

First we discuss the results which are general to all eight
tubes and independent of the number of ions in the tube. A
tube of this size �0.90 nm effective diameter� can support not
only a central water column but also a cylindrical shell of
water. Most water molecules reside in the cylindrical shell
near the channel wall. We illustrate these general observa-

+ −
tions in Fig. 4 for the tube containing 2 Na and 1 Cl ions.
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This is the radial distribution profile ��N /N versus the radial
distance from the center line� of O atoms of water and of Na+

and Cl− ions inside the tube, averaged over the sequence of
the last 70 snapshots in a particular MD run in which the
number of ions remains constant in the tube. The number of
water molecules is much larger than the number of ions, so
we normalized the particle densities by the average number
present in the nanotube to produce Fig. 4. The maximum in
the radial particle distribution profile for Na+ is close to the
outer water cylindrical shell. The radial profile for Cl− ions in
the nanotube has a maximum between the waters in the cy-
lindrical shell and the waters along the center line. This is
essential for Cl− ion which usually has a hydration number
larger than 6 inside the tube, in which the water molecules
are loosely held. On the other hand, Na+ ion usually has a
tighter hydration shell with a hydration number between 4
and 5, and in this tube, Na+ ion can satisfy this by being
close to the cylindrical shell of water. Thus, the maximum of
the Na+ ion in the radial profile is close to the maximum for
water. Tubes with diameters large enough to support both the
central and cylindrical water shells permit Cl− ions as well as
Na+ ions to permeate.

4. Distribution of ions and water inside the tube:
Effect of the presence of other ions

Here we examine the effect of the presence of other ions
on the radial distribution profile of an ion in the tube. We
have considered the radial distribution profiles for each tube,
comparing H2O, Cl−, and Na+ ion distributions with one an-
other. We find that the radial distribution profiles for water in
the eight tubes are nearly identical in some respects for any
number of ions present. In Fig. 4 we presented a typical
radial distribution profile, �N /N versus the distance from the
centerline of the tube. The radial profiles for the ions are all
slightly different, but we do not see any obvious systematic
trends in the radial profiles of the Cl− ion, for example, with
the number of ions present.

Now to demonstrate the effect of the presence of other

FIG. 4. Normalized radial particle distribution profiles ��N /N� for H2O, Na+

and Cl− ions in the 0.90 nm tube as a function of radial distance from the
axis of the tube. The numbers have been normalized to the number of
particles in the tube, 2Na+, 1Cl−, and 54H2O. The wall of the tube is indi-
cated by the arrow.
ions on the radial distribution profiles, we compare directly
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the results for one, two, or three ions of each kind in the
same tube. We present the radial density profiles normalized
to the number of molecules or ions, ��N /�V� /N for H2O in
Fig. 5�a�, for Cl− ion in Fig. 5�c�, and for Na+ ion in Fig.
5�b�.

The radial density profile of water has a shoulder to-
wards the inside, and this shoulder is slightly different for
different numbers of ion pairs. However, neither the width
nor the maximum is systematically related to the number of
ions present in the tube. On the other hand, the width of the

+

FIG. 5. Normalized radial particle density profiles �a� ��N /�V� /NH2O com-
parison for H2O in tube with 1Na+, 1Cl− vs 2Na+, 2Cl− vs 3Na+, 3Cl−. �b�
��N /�V� /NNa+ comparison for Na+ ion in tube with 1Na+, 1Cl−, vs 2Na+

2Cl− vs 3Na+, 3Cl−. �c� ��N /�V� /NCl− comparison for Cl− ion in tube with
1Na+, 1Cl− vs 2Na+, 2Cl− vs 3Na+, 3Cl−.
radial profile of Na ions is systematically related to the
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number of ion pairs present in the tube. The width of the
radial profile of Na+ ion increases dramatically with the num-
ber of ion pairs present in the tube. The radial density profile
of Cl− ion is also systematically related to the number of ion
pairs. The width is greater for 3 than for 2, which in turn is
greater than for one ion pair, and the maximum shifts toward
the center line with increasing number of ion pairs. The dif-
ferences are consistent with, but not as dramatic as, the ob-
served differences for Na+ ion. The observed differences are
primarily due to the differences in the sizes and stability of
the hydrated Na+ and Cl− ions.

5. Distribution of ions and water inside the tube:
Effect of surface corrugation

We examine the effects of the architecture of the tube
surface on the water molecules in the tube. Do the water
molecules feel the atomic nature of the tube surface? We
show this by projecting the water positions onto the internal
wall surface of the nanotube and then use the periodicity of
surface atoms to map the water positions onto the hexagon of
the carbon nanotube structure. The results are shown in Fig.
6�a� for the tube containing three ion pairs �tube 6�. Although
all the water molecules, including the ones in the center col-
umn, are included in this analysis, the latter constitute only a
small fraction of the total number of water molecules inside
the tube. We find that the water molecules do feel the surface
corrugation of the tube. The Na+ and Cl− ions also feel the
surface corrugation, as seen in Figs. 6�b� and 6�c�, although
the latter has lower resolution than Fig. 6�a� because there
are only three of each ion in the tube with 49 water mol-
ecules. Nevertheless, the Na+ ions show preference for the
center of the hexagon and just inside the six sides. The maxi-
mum in the radial profile of the Cl− ion is between the center
column of water and the cylindrical shell of water and thus
spends most of its time farther away from the wall than Na+

ion does. Indeed the Cl− ion probability contours in Fig. 6�c�
have less definition than that of Na+ ion and do not appear to
be influenced by the surface corrugation. Our results point to
the importance of including the atomistic nature of the car-
bon nanotube �rather than a smooth tube� to capture the cor-
rect distribution of both water and ions in such systems.

6. Effects of the flexibility of the tube on
distributions

Our carbon nanotubes are not only atomistic, they are
flexible. We report changes in ion dynamics arising from the
flexibility of the nanochannel. And we compare pure water
results with results of Andreev et al.59 who studied the effect
of flexibility on behavior of water in �6,6�-type nanotubes by
multiplying the C–C interaction potential terms by a damp-
ing factor 10−�. We changed the harmonic displacement
force constant for tethering of the carbons of our nanotube
by an order of magnitude to greatly enhance the flexibility.
We find that the average occupancy number of the tube is
less by about 6%. The first maxima in the g�rNaO� and g�rClO�
and the size of the first hydration shell are independent of the
degree of flexibility of the tube, which is not surprising,

since these quantities hardly change in going from the bulk
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solution to inside the nanotube. The average hydration num-
bers for both ions are greater for the more flexible tube: 3.9
compared to 3.5 for Na+ and 7 compared to 6.1 for Cl−.
Upon entering the more flexible tube, the ions do not lose as
many waters from their first hydration shell as they do in the
less flexible tube.

FIG. 6. Probability contours projected onto the graphene unit of the tube
surface. �The six negative peaks mark the positions of the six carbons which
constitute a hexagon.� �a� For H2O, �b� for Na+ ions, and �c� for Cl− ions.
An interesting observation is that the radial density pro-
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files of Na+, Cl−, and water, seen in Fig. 4 to be narrow and
orderly when there are only one or two ions in the tube,
become less so in the more flexible tube. In the more flexible
tube, the Cl− ions are also found close to the center line of
the tube. With increasing number of ion pairs in the tube, the
Cl− ion density profile changes more than it does in Fig. 5�c�.
The Na+ ion density profile in the more flexible tube changes
with increasing number of ions in a similar manner as shown
in Fig. 5�b�.

B. Dynamics

1. Ion trajectories and permeation events

We examine in Figs. 7�a�–7�h� the trajectories of several
ions which have entered a given tube by plotting their trajec-
tories along the direction of the axis of the tube, including
some number of time steps prior to entering the tube, and
carrying the ions through to the end of the simulation, at
which time most ions have not exited the tube. The trajecto-
ries of ions which are inside a tube at the same time are
plotted together. We also examine whether the effective di-
ameter �0.90 nm� of the tube is large enough to permit one
hydrated ion to pass another in the tube. How is the nature of
the ion dynamics inside the tube affected by the presence of
other ions in the tube?

We find that two ions with the same charge tend to move
along the tube direction in a correlated manner, whereas op-
positely charged ions can pass each other in the tube. Note,
for example, the Cl− and Na+ in Fig. 7�a�. We never observed
two Na+ ions pass each other in any of the tubes, while there
are instances in which two Cl− ions passed each other in the
tube �in Fig. 7�e� and also in Fig. 7�f��. It is also observed
that sets of oppositely charged ions tend to stay together in
ion pairs, in Figs. 7�b�, 7�e�, and 7�g�. Nicholson and Quirke
have observed ion pairing in NaCl solutions in smooth cy-
lindrical tubes, the nature and location being highly depen-
dent on the tube diameter.38 The ordering of ions along the
direction of the channel remains very stable over a long pe-
riod of time.

We observe that the rate of progress of an ion along the
axial direction is affected by the presence of other ions. See,
for example, Figs. 7�b�, 7�e�, and 7�f�, in which the first ions
to enter the tube moved farther along the axial direction
when new ions entered the tube. We find that with only one
ion pair �or only one ion� in the tube, no ionic permeation is
observed; the ions tend to remain at a stable position along
the axis of the tube �within ±0.2 nm�. On the other hand,
with two or three ion pairs present in the tube, one or two
ions are observed exiting the tube. It appears from our simu-
lations that in the absence of external electric fields, for a
carbon nanotube possessing no surface charges, 2.36 nm in
length and 0.90 nm in effective diameter, positive or nega-
tive ions will exit the tube only when one or two other ions
of the same charge are present in the tube. We find that the
permeation mechanism in these carbon nanotubes involves
the presence of multiple ions in the tube, and Coulomb re-
pulsion among the ions plays an essential role. Biological ion
channels have been crystallized with two or two ions in the

channels, and it has been proposed that at least three ion sites
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�close to the internal mouth, in the center, and close to the
external mouth of the channel� in a Cl− ion channel,6 six in a
K+ ion channel,60 can be deduced. The general mechanism of
permeation which has been suggested for biological ion
channels by previous workers at various levels of detail �see,
for example, Refs. 8, 61, and 62� is that a like-charged ion
entering the pore causes the ions preexisting in the pore to be
displaced toward the exit in a concerted multi-ion process.
This mechanism is observed here, without benefit of ion sites
�ion-coordinating ligands� or surface charges. Thus, the
mechanism of translocation assisted by Coulomb repulsion
in a concerted multi-ion process appears to be a general one
for ion transport through a membrane of hydrophobic chan-
nels, even in the absence of surface charges or specific ion
sites.

We do not have a sufficient number of exiting events to
permit a determination of translocation rate. Nor can we es-
timate the average time of transit from the entrance to the
exit for a given ion from the simulations that we have carried
out.

2. Effects of the flexibility of the tube on ion
dynamics

The simulations for the more flexible tube �force con-
stant multiplied by 0.1� were run using the same seed in the
random number generator as in the standard runs shown
above, so that the ions enter the tubes at the same point. In
this way, we can compare directly the trajectories with those
in Fig. 7. There were no large changes in the trajectories of
ions in the tubes upon increasing the flexibility, except in
those tubes with multiple ion pairs, i.e., tubes 5, 6, and 7.
These trajectories are shown in Figs. 8�a�–8�c�, which may
be compared directly with Figs. 7�e�–7�g�, respectively. The
alternating sign ordering of the ions along the tube axis in
those tubes with two or three ion pairs which was observed
in Figs. 7�e� and 7�f� is preserved in the more flexible tube.
There are considerably more incidences of ions passing each
other along the tube axis in the more flexible tube. In con-
trast to the more rigid tube, there were far fewer incidences
of ions exiting the more flexible tubes. It appears that flex-
ibility of the tube tends to decrease the permeation rate.

3. Dynamics of water molecules in the first hydration
shell

�a� Exchange dynamics of water in the first hydration
shell. We define the exchange time as the average time for a
water molecule in the first hydration shell of a particular ion
to be exchanged. This is a measure of the stability of the
solvated ion cluster. It is known from previous studies that
the stability of Na+–H2O ion clusters is greater than that of
Cl−–H2O ion clusters in bulk solutions.12 We find that this is
also the case under confinement. Inside the tube, the average
exchange time for the waters around Na+ ion is longer
�140.6 ps� than that of Cl− ion �70.2 ps�. The average ex-
change times of both types of ion clusters are longer inside
the tube than in the bulk �8.2 ps for Na+ ion, 4.0 ps for Cl−

+
ion�. Very stable Na –H2O ion clusters are formed inside the
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nanotubes. And both types of ion clusters are more stable in
nanotubes than in the bulk solution primarily because con-
finement restricts the number of water molecules available
for exchange in these clusters.

�b� Reorientation dynamics of water molecules in the

FIG. 7. Trajectories of ions in each of the eight tubes. �a� In tube 1 which e
and 55H2O. �c� In tube 3 which ended with only 54 H2O. �d� In tube 4 which
and 49H2O. �f� In tube 6 which ended with 3Na+, 3Cl−, and 49H2O. �g� In t
1Na+, 1Cl−, and 53H2O.
first hydration shell. The orientational correlation time of
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water molecules in ionic solutions has been measured with
femtosecond pump-probe experiments which observe the
waters in the first hydration shell of the anion and the water
molecules outside this first shell separately.63–66 The time
constant that they obtain is �2, the decay time of the second

with 2Na+, 1Cl−, and 54H2O. �b� In tube 2 which ended with 2Na+, 2Cl−,
ed with 1Na+, 0Cl−, and 56H2O. �e� In tube 5 which ended with 2Na+, 2Cl−,
which ended with 1Na+, 1Cl−, and 55H2O. �h� In tube 8 which ended with
nded
end

ube 7
order correlation function, C2�t�= �P2�e�t�� · P2�e�0���. The
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reorientation time in this experimental study corresponds to
�2 with e directed along the O–H bond. Experiments re-
vealed that the first solvation shell of Cl− ion has slower
water reorientation dynamics ��2=9.6 ps at 298 K�65 than the
bulk water ��2=2.6 ps at 298 K�,63 while the dynamics of the
water molecules outside the first hydration shell are observed
to be negligibly affected by the ions. In previous classical
MD studies, �2 time constants between 0.7 and 1.7 ps were
found in bulk water,67,68 whereas ab initio MD values were
from 1.2 to 9 ps.69

In this work we calculated the reorientation time con-
stant for the waters in the first hydration shell of Na+ ions
and Cl− ions using an overlapped data procedure.70 In bulk
solution we find that the reorientation times for waters in the
first hydration shell of both Na+ and Cl− ions �1.06 and
1.36 ps, respectively� are longer than for water molecules
that are not associated with any ions �0.69 ps�. Only the
result for the anion may be compared with the femtosecond
pump-probe experiments: Our results do agree with the ex-
perimental observation that reorientation times in the first
hydration shell are longer than those for water molecules
outside the first shell. Our important results are for water

FIG. 8. Trajectories of ions in the more flexible tubes. �a� In tube 5 which
ended with 2Na+, 2Cl−, and 53H2O. �b� In tube 6 which ended with 3Na+,
3Cl−, and 51H2O. �c� In tube 7 which ended with 1Na+, 1Cl−, and 52H2O.
molecules confined in carbon nanotubes: We find that the
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time constant for the first hydration shell of Na+ ion is longer
in the tube �8.52 ps� than for the first hydration shell of Na+

ion in the bulk solution �1.06 ps�. It is also the case for the
first hydration shell of Cl− ions that the time constant is
longer in the tube �8.65 ps� than in the bulk solution
�1.36 ps�. In confinement, the reorientation times of water
molecules in the first hydration shell of both ions are slightly
shorter than for water molecules that are not associated with
any ions �8.87 ps�. These results are summarized in Table II.

IV. DISCUSSION

Tubes which have smaller diameters such as to be able to
support only a column of water along the axis of the tube
cannot permit ions to enter because there is no space enough
to accommodate the hydration shell; the desolvation of such
ions imposes a large energy as well as entropic penalty. The
0.82 nm diameter tube has a large enough cross section to
support both hydrated Na+ and Cl− ions since it can maintain
both the central column of water and the cylindrical shell. In
the 0.90 nm tubes, �Fig. 4� the Na+ and Cl− ions do not spend
a significant fraction of time at the center line of the tube.
Thus, previous simulations which fix a single positive ion in
the center of the tube44,45 are not likely to provide realistic
results for these systems. In other single ion studies where
the ion is free to move, the relative positions of the maxima
in the ion and water profiles have been shown to depend on
the diameter of the tube.71 For model cylindrical tubes rang-
ing in diameter from 0.42 to 1.12 nm, the outermost cylin-
drical water shell was found about 0.15 nm from the wall.
Only in the smallest diameter tubes do the water and Na+ ion
profiles have considerable overlap. The Na+ ion profile ap-
pears to change with tube diameter in such a way as to lie
between the water profiles so as to maintain its first hydra-
tion shell.

Hansen and co-workers provide cation trajectories ver-
sus time for several permeation events. They found from the
mean square displacements of solvated ions that diffusive
motion occurs in the bulk but the ions have approximately
constant velocity while within the pore. This may not happen
in an equilibrium system. Hansen and co-workers,34,35 stud-
ied permeation events only under nonequilibrium conditions.
Their simulation of ion transport is under conditions of ion
imbalance, with one reservoir net negatively and the other
net positively charged, i.e., with different number of cations
and anions in the two reservoirs, they have an imposed elec-
tric field which continuously changes as each ion exits the
tube.

Our ion trajectories are obtained under the conditions in
which two compartments are electrically neutral at the begin-
ning of the simulation, and our carbon nanotubes have no
surface charges. Furthermore, our ion trajectories permit
comparison under the same conditions since the trajectories
in all eight tubes are observed under exactly the same reser-
voir conditions. In this way the trajectories in a tube contain-
ing three ion pairs can be directly compared with those in a
tube containing two ion pairs or one ion pair. Our results are
more general than those of Peter and Hummer in that our

ions are not constrained to stay inside the tube, or fixed at the
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center of the tube, or tethered in the axial direction. Thus, our
ion radial density profiles, hydration shell structures, and tra-
jectories are for ions in transit and not artificially con-
strained.

As seen in Fig. 5�c�, as the number of ions in the tube
increases, the Cl− ion radial profile does tend to spread
slightly, whereas the Na+ radial profile dramatically spreads
towards the center line. This is how ions of opposite charge
can pass each other; the Na+ ion can move towards the center
of the tube to accommodate having a Cl− ion in the same
cross-sectional plane. Examination of a sequence of snap-
shots in Fig. 9 provides the mechanism which facilitates this
passing. We see that in the confined space of the 0.90 nm
nanotube, the Na+ and Cl− ions pass each other by sharing an
expanded hydration shell which re-forms around each ion as
they move away from each other. In a biological channel, the
coordination number of a K+ ion or a Na+ ion would remain
fairly constant �6-8 and 5-6, respectively� as it sheds water
molecules when it moves into the coordination influence of
protein carbonyl or hydroxyl groups.72 In a similar fashion,
in our simulations, in the tubes containing Na+ and Cl− ions,
the Na+ ion is able to maintain its coordination number while
passing a Cl− ion by the reorganization of the water mol-
ecules around both ions, so that for a short time, the Cl−

substitutes for a water molecule in Na+ ion’s first hydration
shell. Figure 9 shows three snapshots of one ion pair in tube
5. The water molecules are shown in red, Na+ ions are blue,
and Cl− ions are green. At the end of this simulation, the ions
still form one ion pair.

We have presented results for both water reorientation
times and water exchange times under confinement in com-
parison to the bulk. The reorientation time constant and the
exchange times of waters in the first hydration shell are re-
lated to each other because hydrogen bonds have to be bro-
ken and re-formed in both reorientation and exchange. How-

TABLE II. Water reorientation and exchange times.

Time �ps�

In tube

In Na+ first
hydration

shell

In Cl− first
hydration

shell

W
a
w

Exchange
time, this
work

140.6 70.2

Reorientation
time, this
work

8.52 8.56

Reorientation
time, expt.
Reorientation
time, other
MD

aReference 65.
bReference 63.
cReference 85.
dReferences 67 and 68.
eReference 69.
ever, since we have not included polarization in our model
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for water, we cannot examine this relationship because we do
not have accurate representation of hydrogen-bond breaking
and re-forming events.

Several experimental investigations have contributed to
understanding of water in confinement in nanoscopic
volumes.73–76 transmission electronic microscopy �TEM� ob-
servations of water confined in multiwall nanotubes73 do not
provide sufficient detail to be useful as tests of simulations,
however. Atomic force microscopy has been used to form
and manipulate a nanometric column of water molecules and
make measurements of its elasticity.74 Neutron scattering of
water inside single-walled nanotubes has provided insight
into the structure of nanotube water. 77 There have been stud-
ies of water confined in reverse micelles which are nano-
scopic cavities created by surfactant molecules oriented such
that their polar head groups point inward toward the aqueous
phase. Frequency-resolved pump-probe infrared experiments
have been carried out on HOD water in reverse micelles in
which the nanopool sizes are 4.0, 2.6, and 1.7 nm in diam-
eter, containing approximately 1000, 300, and 50 water
molecules.75 These experiments examined the influence of
confinement on the orientational dynamics of water as a
function of the size, and these results were compared to the
identical experiments in bulk water, revealing that the dy-
namics of water in confinement was not at all bulklike. We
have found that the dynamics of water in tubes 0.90 nm in
diameter is different from dynamics of water in bulk water
by various measures such as reorientation times.

In experiments using femtosecond pump-probe spectros-
copy for the determination of the orientational relaxation of
water molecules as a function of distance from an anion in
bulk solutions, it has been shown that the effect of an anion
on water structure is highly localized,64 Omta et al. selec-
tively probed water molecules that reside either in the pri-
mary hydration shell or in the more distant bulk water. All

In bulk

not
ted

ons

In Na+ first
hydration

shell

In Cl− first
hydration

shell

Water not
associated
with ions

8.2 4.0 ¯

1.06 1.36 0.69

9.6a 2.6b

19.9–25.5c 11.4–15.5c 0.7–1.7d

1.2–9e
ater
ssocia
ith i

¯

8.87
water molecules detected outside this shell were found to
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have relaxation rates that are identical to that of the pure
liquid water and independent of the concentration of the sol-
ute. In other words, they observe a very local effect of the
ion on the dynamics of water molecules in bulk solution. Our
simulation results are in agreement with the experimental
result that the reorientation times of water molecules in the
first hydration shell of an ion are longer than the reorienta-
tion time of water molecules not associated with ion clusters.

Some features of the structure of solvated ions in bulk
are known from experiments.78 Hydration numbers deter-
mined by diffraction methods in bulk and those obtained in
molecular dynamics simulations are not always the same
even though the structure found in both methods are very
similar. In the diffraction methods, the hydration number is
evaluated from the area under the relevant Gaussian-type
peak, whereas in simulations, the first hydration shell is con-
ventionally defined as the region from r=0 up to the first

FIG. 9. Snapshots of solvation shells of Na+ and Cl− ions as they pass each
other in the carbon nanotube.
minimum in g�r� after passing the first maximum. The hy-
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dration number of Na+ measured by the diffraction methods
is distributed over the range of 4–8. Computer simulations,
on the other hand, range from 4.6 to 6.0.49–54 We obtained a
hydration number of 4.5. The Na–O length determined by
diffraction methods falls in a relatively narrow range of
0.240–0.250 nm, whereas computer simulations find
0.235–0.245 nm.49,50,52,54 Our value is 0.228 nm. Many
x-ray and neutron diffraction measurements show that Cl−

ion is hydrated with six water molecules. Various previous
simulations in bulk solutions report hydration numbers of
5.6–7.5.49,51,55 Our value is 6.3. Computer simulations sug-
gest that the hydration structure around Cl− is not so definite
since the peak found in the g�r� function is very asymmetric
and the running coordination number has no plateau. The
Cl–O length is determined to be 3.10–3.20 Å from diffrac-
tion measurements. The position of the first maximum in
g�r� in computer simulations ranges from 0.320 to 0.322 nm
for Cl− ion.48,49 Our value is 0.304 nm.

The residence time of water molecules in the first hydra-
tion shell of ions has not been determined experimentally,
although reorientation correlation times associated with ori-
entational relaxation have been studied via femtosecond
studies such as those by Omta et al.66 Our MD simulations
provide a measure of substitution rates of water in the first
hydration shell in the form of exchange times, i.e., the aver-
age time for one of the water molecules in the first hydration
shell to change identity. It has been suggested that the
breakup of the first hydration shell is initiated by molecular
reorientation rather than by translation. 79 If this is accurate,
then the time for exchange of waters in the first hydration
shell should correlate with reorientation times of waters in
the first hydration shell. We find this average exchange time
to be 8.2 ps for Na+ ion and 4.0 ps for Cl− ion in the bulk
solution. Results of MD simulations relevant to this ex-
change time are often reported in terms of the residence time,
calculated from integration of time correlation functions of 1
or 0 if in the first hydration shell or not.49,79 Various values of
residence times have been reported for water in the first hy-
dration shell of Na+: 18.5–27.0 ps, increasing with ion
concentration,80 23.8 ps for a rigid water model and 38.5 for
flexible water,81 the flexibility of the water decreases the
speed of reorientation, 26.4 or 35 ps, depending on the water
model,49 19.6 or 22.4 ps, depending on whether a lag time is
included,82 and 30 ps at room temperature and changing with
temperature.48 For water in the first hydration shell of Cl−:
9.0 ps,49 10.0–14.3 ps, increasing with concentration,80 and
12.8 or 16.6 ps, depending on whether a lag time is
included.82 MD simulations thus reveal that residence times
of water in the first hydration shell of Cl− are shorter by
about a factor of 2 compared to that in the hydration shell of
Na+ ion. In agreement with these other simulations, our rela-
tive values for water exchange times in the first hydration
shells of Na+ and Cl− ions in bulk solution are in a ratio of
2.05.

Experiments on confined ionic solutions are rarer. Neu-
tron spin echo measurements probe the dynamics of a quasi-
two-dimensional water with layer thickness corresponding to
two molecular layers with Na+ ions trapped in crystalline Na

76
vermiculite platelets at separations of precisely 1.49 nm.
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The authors find that there are about seven water molecules
per interlayer Na+ ion, and they find the water dynamics
considerably slower than has been observed in the bulk at the
same temperature. Our results in Table II are in agreement
with this: Exchange times and reorientation times are longer
in confinement than in the bulk solution. They also find a
broad distribution of relaxations, for waters in different local
environments, interacting with the clay, with the Na+, and
with other water. In another study, surface force balance ex-
periments were carried out on NaCl solution trapped be-
tween two flat mica surfaces compressed down to a gap of
1 nm.83 Here the gap between the surfaces is occupied
mostly by water molecules bound to surface-attached ions
and some free hydrated ions of the solution. The resulting
shear forces are characteristic of a fluidity that is not too far
removed from that of bulk water. They attribute this obser-
vation to the exchange of water molecules at the outer sur-
faces of the two bound hydration layers. To the best of our
knowledge, these two are the only experiments on confined
solvated ions. Our simulation results provide detailed infor-
mation for the hydrated anions in confinement that could be
tested by experiments, for example, the same femtosecond
experiments done in bulk solution by Omta et al. could be
carried out for ions confined in nanotubes, provided the in-
frared peaks are sufficiently resolved.

Inside a biological channel, the coordination numbers
are maintained by coordination with protein. The number of
water molecules in the first coordination shell fluctuates,
with the number of waters being smallest when the ion is at
the binding region which serves as the selectivity filter. For
example, in molecular dynamics simulations of the anion-
selective Omp32 channel, the coordination number of the Cl−

ion fluctuates along the channel, with contributions coming
from both water and protein.84 The average is 6.2, ranging
from 5.5 to 6.5, except at the binding region, where the co-
ordination number gets up to a maximum of 8, of which
3.0–5.5 come from water coordination. The same has been
found in simulations in K+ ion channels, where the coordi-
nation number of K+ ion is 6–8 whereas that of Na+ ion is
5–6.72 The ability of biological ion channels to discriminate
between different ions such as K+ versus Na+ is convention-
ally attributed to the geometry/size constraints of selectivity
filters which are integral parts of the channel structure. In
simulations in model systems such as the present study,
where no special selectivity filters are included in the model,
it is possible to find out more general concepts, such as how
structure of coordination shells, exchange/reorientation of
coordinated solvent molecules, and ion dynamics are influ-
enced by confinement in channels having dimensions similar
to biological channels.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The water molecules of the first hydration shell of both
ions exchange less frequently inside the tube than in the bulk
solution. The water molecules of the hydrated Na+ ion ex-
change less frequently than the waters of the hydrated Cl−

ion whether inside the nanotubes or in the bulk solution. This

is obviously governed by the fewer available water mol-
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ecules in confinement, compared to in bulk. Our results for
the hydration shell structure in confinement are general and
have been averaged over all the tubes with various numbers
of ions present. The first hydration boundaries of Na+–H2O
or Cl−–H2O ion clusters are the same inside the nanotubes as
found in the bulk, and this did not change in our study inside
nanotubes of different diameters. The first shell of Na+–H2O
ion clusters in the carbon nanotubes has fewer water mol-
ecules than that in the bulk although their first shell boundary
is almost the same. There is no big difference for Cl−–H2O
ion clusters inside the nanotubes compared with that in the
bulk solution. That the first hydration shell of Na+ ion can
have as much as one or more H2O molecule fewer compared
to that in bulk solution is interesting. Clearly, ion passage
through biological channels requires water molecules, espe-
cially in the hydrophobic regions.The effects of the flexibil-
ity of the tube become most evident when the tube is inhab-
ited by multiple ions. The average hydration numbers for
both ions are greater for the more flexible tube: 3.9 compared
to 3.5 for Na+ and 7 compared to 6.1 for Cl−. Upon entering
the more flexible tube, the ions do not lose as many waters
from their first hydration shell as they do in the less flexible
tube.

Our most significant results are the comparisons of tra-
jectories and radial distribution profiles for various numbers
of ions in the tube, all of which were observed simulta-
neously under the same reservoir conditions, since we have
eight tubes constituting the membrane in our simulation box.
We find that although hydrated ions of the same charge move
in single file in the tube, ions of opposite charge can pass
each other in the tube. The trajectories show this explicitly,
and the radial profiles clearly show that when there are mul-
tiple ions in the tube, the Na+ ion radial density profile
spreads out toward the center of the tube, while the Cl− ion
radial profile does not spread very much. The Na+ ion can
move towards the center of the tube to accommodate having
a Cl− ion in the same cross-sectional plane. In the confined
space of the 0.90 nm nanotube, the Na+ and Cl− ions pass
each other by sharing an expanded hydration shell which
re-forms around each ion as they move away from each
other. There are considerably more incidences of ions pass-
ing each other along the tube axis in the more flexible tube.

We find that events of ions exiting the channel can occur
only when multiple ions are present in a tube. Thus, the
permeation mechanism involves multiple ions, and Coulomb
repulsion among the ions plays an essential role in a general
case of a hydrophobic tube without external electric field or
surface charges. Multiple ion involvement in transport had
been suggested for biological ion channels. Since our tubes
have no surface charges or ligand groups which could serve
as binding sites, then we can say that this permeation mecha-
nism has only to do with the nature of hydrated ions under
confinement in hydrophobic cylindrical tubes and is not spe-
cific to biological channels. We are now carrying out MD
simulations of hydrated ions in surface-charged carbon nano-
tubes which we can compare directly with the present results
in order to investigate how ion transport is affected by sur-
face charges in neutral tubes and by surface charges in tubes

with a net charge. The latter are relevant to ion transport in
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one-dimensional channeled zeolite membranes where the
zeolite framework itself has a net charge determined by the
extent of Al substitution for Si and also in the design of
nanofluidic systems that use electro-osmotic transport as a
primary means of fluidic transport.15–17 Characteristics of
flow in carbon nanotubes can be vital for generating the high
throughput rates required in nanofluidic devices employing
carbon nanotubes.18
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